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Jumbled Words

Grade 4 Vocabulary Worksheet

Unscramble the words.

1. updiest

2. tnias

3. rrbale

4. rnotayte

5. ullks

6. idyal

7. tudsyr

8. wrboru

9. olos

10. otedhsnis

11. lnapyet

12. diulcrnaeppre

13. avyeh

14. ndoyeb

1. To argue or debate about.

2. A smooth fabric that is shiny on one side 

and dull on the other.

3. A round container with a flat top and 

bottom and bulging sides, often made of 

wood boards and metal hoops.

4. A person whose job is to give legal advice 

and to speak for people in court.

5. The bony framework of the head and face 

that protects the brain.

6. Happening or done every day.

7. Strong, hardy, or solid.

8. A hole or tunnel dug by certain animals for 

use as a hiding place or home.

9. A piece of music for a single person.

10. Tending to lie, steal, or cheat; not honest.

11. A punishment given for breaking a law, 

rule, or agreement.

12. At a right angle to.

13. Having much weight or hard to lift.

14. Past the farthest side of; farther on than; 

later than.
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Jumbled Words

Grade 4 Vocabulary Worksheet

Unscramble the words.

1. updiest dispute

2. tnias satin

3. rrbale barrel

4. rnotayte attorney

5. ullks skull

6. idyal daily

7. tudsyr sturdy

8. wrboru burrow

9. olos solo

10. otedhsnis dishonest

11. lnapyet penalty

12. diulcrnaeppre perpendicular

13. avyeh heavy

14. ndoyeb beyond

1. To argue or debate about.

2. A smooth fabric that is shiny on one side 

and dull on the other.

3. A round container with a flat top and 

bottom and bulging sides, often made of 

wood boards and metal hoops.

4. A person whose job is to give legal advice 

and to speak for people in court.

5. The bony framework of the head and face 

that protects the brain.

6. Happening or done every day.

7. Strong, hardy, or solid.

8. A hole or tunnel dug by certain animals for 

use as a hiding place or home.

9. A piece of music for a single person.

10. Tending to lie, steal, or cheat; not honest.

11. A punishment given for breaking a law, 

rule, or agreement.

12. At a right angle to.

13. Having much weight or hard to lift.

14. Past the farthest side of; farther on than; 

later than.


